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Molecular approaches to understanding the functional circuitry of the nervous system promise new insights into the
relationship between genes, brain and behaviour. The cellular diversity of the brain necessitates a cellular resolution
approach towards understanding the functional genomics of the nervous system. We describe here an anatomically
comprehensive digital atlas containing the expression patterns of ,20,000 genes in the adult mouse brain. Data were
generated using automated high-throughput procedures for in situ hybridization and data acquisition, and are publicly
accessible online. Newly developed image-based informatics tools allow global genome-scale structural analysis and
cross-correlation, as well as identification of regionally enriched genes. Unbiased fine-resolution analysis has identified
highly specific cellular markers as well as extensive evidence of cellular heterogeneity not evident in classical
neuroanatomical atlases. This highly standardized atlas provides an open, primary data resource for a wide variety of further
studies concerning brain organization and function.
The mammalian central nervous system (CNS) contains an enormous variety of cell types, each with unique morphology, connectivity,
physiology and function. A characterization of the full complement
of neural cell types is essential to understand functional circuit properties and their relation to higher cognitive functions and behaviours.
The phenotypic properties of different neuronal and non-neuronal
cells are largely the product of unique combinations of expressed
gene products; therefore, gene expression profiles provide an informative modality to define cellular diversity in the brain. However,
histological data are typically generated for one gene at a time, and
data are neither systematically produced and analysed nor consolidated in an easily accessible format. Consequently, a limited set of

established cellular markers dominates the current literature, and
expression patterns of many genes remain uncharacterized.
The recent availability of genomic sequence information and
high-throughput advances in experimental techniques has allowed
an expansion from single-gene to genome-wide transcriptional analyses. These approaches have been used to investigate the relationship
between brain structure and function in normal adult brain, development and disease, most notably using DNA microarrays and serial
analysis of gene expression (SAGE)1–4. However, these techniques
have typically been applied to large brain regions, yielding data that
are difficult to interpret because they do not resolve cellular diversity
within those structures (although see refs 5 and 6). This diversity is
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exemplified by single neuron studies comparing gene expression with
anatomical and physiological properties, demonstrating complex
relationships between gene expression and neuronal subtypes, frequently with very different expression profiles in adjacent neurons7–9.
The fine (cellular but not single cell as above7–9) resolution of scalable
techniques such as in situ hybridization (ISH) is needed to begin to
make meaningful global correlations between gene expression, gene
regulation, CNS function and cellular phenotype. An increasing
number of large-scale projects are now determining messenger
RNA and protein localization in adult and developing brain10–14.
The marriage of the unbiased genomic approach with semi-quantitative histological methods promises to open many new research
avenues, particularly in a core model for mammalian brain development and behavioural genetics, the mouse15.
The Allen Brain Atlas project has taken a global approach to understanding the genetic structural and cellular architecture of the mouse
brain by generating a genome-scale collection of cellular resolution
gene expression profiles using ISH. Highly methodical data production methods and comprehensive anatomical coverage via dense,
uniformly spaced sampling facilitate data consistency and comparability across .20,000 genes. The use of an inbred mouse strain with
minimal animal-to-animal variance allows one to treat the brain
a

c

d

essentially as a complex but highly reproducible three-dimensional
tissue array. Image-based informatics methods for signal detection
and three-dimensional registration of ISH data to a de novo agematched annotated reference atlas have been developed to allow
automated signal quantification across the anatomical structures in
the reference atlas, or its associated grid-based coordinate system.
These methods enable global analysis and mining for detailed
expression patterns in the brain. The entire Allen Brain Atlas data
set and associated informatics tools are available through an unrestricted web-based viewing application (http://www.brain-map.org).
Global analysis of gene expression
Quantification and mapping strategies. To create a searchable, anatomy-centred database of gene expression, ISH data for each gene is
aligned in the same three-dimensional coordinate space through
registration with a reference atlas created for the project (Supplementary Methods 3). Three-dimensional volumetric representations
are created from the reference atlas and the series of ISH images for
each gene (Fig. 1). The atlas volume is registered in three dimensions
to the ISH volume, thereby alleviating animal-to-animal differences
in cutting plane. This process applies a standardized three-dimensional grid coordinate frame to the ISH data for each gene (Fig. 1c),
with mapping to corresponding anatomical structures provided by
the annotated reference atlas (Fig. 1d). Although there are caveats
associated with handling image artefacts and consistent registration
across different brains, the result of this registration system is a
genome-scale ISH data set searchable either by anatomical structure
or using a finer (100 mm to 300 mm) resolution geometric grid.
Informatics tools have also been developed to identify pixels corresponding to true ISH signal and to identify (segment) expressing
objects (contiguous clusters of pixels corresponding to cells) on the
two-dimensional images for each gene. This process allows relative
quantification based on either the fraction of expressing cells (relative
density) or on expression level (approximating total transcript count),
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Figure 1 | Global analysis strategy. a, Panels from the Allen Reference
Atlas, annotated and colour-coded using an anatomical nomenclature
modified from ref. 55. b, These images are rendered into a three-dimensional
annotated reference volume. ISH images are aligned in three dimensions
with the reference volume (Man1a shown in c–f), allowing overlay of a fine
grid framework (c) or a plane-matched slice through the reference volume to
delineate structural boundaries (d) onto the two-dimensional ISH images.
e, f, Image segmentation and false-colouring by object pixel intensity
(e) allows quantification, assignment of signal to anatomical structure and
visualization on the three-dimensional reference framework (f).
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Figure 2 | Genome-wide analysis of expression level versus percentage of
expressing cells across the entire brain. a, d, Histograms of genes versus
expression level (a, 100 is maximum expression level) or percentage of
expressing cells (d, 100 is ubiquitous expression). b, Box plot indicating
median percentage of expressing objects and expression level and
distribution across the entire set of expressed genes. Expression scores are
normalized to [0,100] with median and third quartiles indicated.
c, Expression level and percentage of expressing cells are highly correlated
among expressing genes, as shown by a regression line (R2 5 0.92). Similar
plots for individual structures are available in Supplementary Fig. 1.
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binned either by anatomical structure or into three-dimensional
voxels of arbitrary size (see Supplementary Methods 2 for mathematical descriptions of variables). To allow visual differentiation of signal
from noise, ‘heat maps’ representing signal intensity (average pixel
intensity/expressing object) are generated for each two-dimensional
image. Pseudo-colouring of these maps by signal intensity provides a
visually accessible quantification of ISH signal in individual cells
within individual sections (Fig. 1e). An interactive application,
Brain Explorer, was also developed to allow visualization of threedimensional representations of gene expression superimposed on
the reference atlas (Fig. 1f).
Expressed versus non-expressed genes. Approximately 80% of total
genes assayed display some cellular expression above background in
the brain. This number was equivalently derived through manual
scoring and informatics-based analysis using expression thresholds
calibrated through expert confirmation. This percentage is significantly higher than predicted from microarray analysis of brain tissues3, indicating that many genes are expressed at low levels and/or in
small numbers of cells for which expression levels fall below the
sensitivity of arrays applied to large brain regions. The distribution
of expression level and percentage of expressing cells, and the correlation between these two variables across the entire set of expressers, is plotted in Fig. 2. Notably, most genes are expressed in a
relatively small percentage of cells (70.5% of genes are expressed in
less than 20% of total cells). Although expression level correlates
strongly with the percentage of expressing cells (R2 5 0.92), the distributions of these variables differ from one another (chi-squared,
P , 2.2 3 10216). Similar distributions are observed for individual
brain regions (Supplementary Fig. 1). Although expression level can
vary as a function of probe length, the distribution is unchanged
between the entire set of expressing genes and a subset with probe
lengths 6 0.5 standard deviations (s.d.) from the mean (649–
826 nucleotides, P 5 0.318).
To search for ‘housekeeping’ genes necessary for the basal function
of all cells, we examined the genes with the greatest percentage of
expressing cells. Although true ubiquity cannot be established without a nuclear counter stain, genes with ‘near ubiquity’ can be validated by visual confirmation of expression in essentially all cells
relative to Nissl staining. A total of 186 of the top 500 genes showed
detectable expression in all cell classes, although very few genes (for
Near ubiquitous

2610002F03Rik

Neuron-enriched

LOC545465

example, 2610002F03Rik and Fbxo22; Fig. 3) are expressed at high
levels in all easily definable cell types (neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, choroid plexus, ependymal lining of ventricles and pial
surface). A much larger set of genes appears to be expressed in all
cells but at very low levels in some cellular populations. As expected,
gene ontology (GO)16 categories involving cellular metabolism are
highly represented in apparently ubiquitous genes.
Enriched expression in major cell types. A targeted search for genes
enriched in major cell classes with distinctive anatomical localization
is enabled by the atlas grid coordinate system superimposed on
each gene’s expression pattern. These coordinates enable searches
for genes having similar expression patterns to genes of interest.
Seeding with oligodendrocyte-specific genes (Mbp, Mobp, Cnp1)
returns a large set of oligodendrocyte-enriched genes; seeding with
choroid-plexus-enriched genes (Col8a2, Lbp, Msx1) returns a large
set of choroid-enriched genes. Where spatial distributions of cell
classes overlap greatly, such as for neurons and astrocytes, this strategy is less robust but can still be effective. Essentially all well-established markers for different cell types were identified with these
informatics-based methods for prediction followed by expert confirmation (Supplementary Table 1). GO analysis of genes enriched in
major cell classes reflects the different functions of these cells (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Table 2). For example, many oligodendrocyteenriched genes are involved in myelin production. Certain functional
ontologies are over-represented in the non-expressed set as well,
including immune responses, meiosis and sensory organ development. Many previously uncharacterized genes are enriched in
each cell class, providing novel gene candidates for cell-type-specific
function.
Regionally enriched gene expression. Genes with regionalized
expression patterns provide potential substrates for functional differences between brain regions, whereas correlations between regions
may predict functional similarities. To identify the most specific
genes for each of 12 major brain regions, the area occupied by signal
in each structure was divided by the area occupied by signal in the
entire brain for each gene. These ranked lists were visually confirmed
to identify the top 100 most specific genes for each region. These lists
of enriched genes (Supplementary Table 3) are representative but not
comprehensive, as the search missed several well-known genes with
high specificity (for example, Agrp in the hypothalamus) owing to
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Figure 3 | Representative cell-type-specific genes and corresponding
molecular functions. Examples of genes expressed in all cell types, neurons,
oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and the choroid plexus, and a representative
non-expressed gene. Selected GO representations13 are shown for each class
(see Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for complete gene lists and GO terms).
Mobp, myelin-associated oligodendrocytic basic protein; Gja1, gap junction
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membrane channel protein alpha 1; Ace, angiotensin I converting enzyme 1;
V1rc3, vomeronasal 1 receptor, C3. Hippocampal subfields: CA1, CA2, CA3,
DG (dentate gyrus). Layers of CA1: Str. Oriens, stratum oriens; Str. Pyr,
stratum pyramidale; Str. Rad., stratum radiatum; Str. L-M, stratum
lacunosum-moleculare.
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Figure 4 | Hierarchical ranking and clustering of
the most specific genes in 12 major brain
regions. Top row: average expression of the top
100 enriched genes for each region, plotted as the
fractional percentage of expressing pixels/
300 mm3 voxel on a representative sagittal section
containing that region. Bottom two rows:
expression of the same genes across all 12
structures ranked by structural specificity (left
column of each panel) or ordered by hierarchical
clustering based on correlations between
structures (right column of each panel). ‘Hot
metal’ colour scale for percentage of expressing
pixels in panels of the top row: dark red (0) to
white ($0.06); expression level in panels of the
bottom two rows: dark red (0) to white (.80).
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Clustering of correlated gene expression. Classical definition of
brain regions is based on a combination of overall morphology,
cellular cytoarchitecture, ontological development and functional
connectivity. Grid-level correlations across the brain provide the
means to assess whether gene expression in the adult mirrors these
organizational principles. To approach this question, correlations
were performed between evenly spaced voxels throughout the
volume of a brain hemisphere across a set of .5,000 genes chosen
to contain a large proportion of genes with regionalized expression but excluding non-expressers or very widely expressed genes.
Organizing voxels by inclusion in large anatomical structures (Fig. 5b,
d) reveals high correlations between voxels in the same gross anatomical region, and complex but distinct correlations between brain
regions. Alternatively, unbiased hierarchical clustering of voxels
based on their overall correlations with other voxels produces a different result (Fig. 5c, e). Large anatomical divisions with relatively
uniform internal structure, such as the striatum and cerebral cortex,
are represented by single tight clusters. Other structures that consist
of discrete nuclei, such as the hypothalamus, pons, medulla and
midbrain, have local clusters interleaved with one another (Fig. 5e).
On the basis of these data, organization of gene expression more
closely mirrors the smaller nuclear structure, with stronger relationships between nuclei than between gross anatomical regions.
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artefacts interfering with accurate registration and/or signal detection. The top candidates for each structure show highly enriched
expression, typically restricted to a subset of nuclei/cells within that
structure, although few genes are expressed only in a single structure.
Some structures have a greater degree of enriched gene expression
than others, easily visualized by plotting the average expression of the
top 100 genes for a given structure on a representative brain section
(Fig. 4). For example, the hippocampus, thalamus, cerebellum and
olfactory bulb display a great deal of enriched gene expression. In
contrast, the pallidum, hypothalamus, midbrain, pons and medulla
exhibit highly overlapping expression patterns.
The complexity of structural combinations is more striking when
plotted on a gene-by-gene basis (Fig. 4, bottom row, left column of
each panel). Hierarchical clustering of enriched gene sets based on
correlations between expression level for each structure reveals
unique patterns of correlated gene expression between different
structures (Fig. 4, bottom row, right column of each panel). For
example, within the cortically enriched gene set, strong correlations
are largely with other cortical structures, with relatively distinct gene
clusters showing co-expression between combinations of cortical
structures. The retrohippocampal formation and hippocampus show
strongly correlated expression, as do the pallidum and hypothalamus
and the pons and medulla.
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Nuclear- and cellular-level analysis of gene expression
A genome-wide ISH data set allows a variety of analyses to understand the fine molecular anatomy of brain regions. One approach is
to generate complete expression profiles for gene families of obvious
functional relevance, such as the ligand-gated ion channels (Supplementary Data 4 and 5). Alternatively, unbiased analysis of cellular
expression patterns in specific brain regions can identify the most
specific gene markers for those regions and (putative) cell types, as
well as reveal fine, presumably functional subdivisions that are indistinguishable by conventional cytoarchitecture alone.
Laminar and regional cortical specificity. Systematic analysis of
different cortical cell types has been hampered by the lack of specific
markers defining neuronal classes with consistent phenotypic properties. Numerous genes have been identified with highly specific
cortical gene expression restricted to discrete neuronal populations
in different cortical layers, many of which have no known function.
For example, A930038C07Rik (Fig. 6b) is expressed nearly exclusively
in layer 1 cells, potentially Cajal–Retzius cells. Pyramidal neurons in
layers 2/3 express the regulator of G-protein signalling family member 8 (Rgs8, Fig. 6d), consistent with observations that RGS proteins
are involved in higher-level synaptic plasticity, as persistent plasticity
is observed in superficial cortical layers17. Cocaine-amphetamine
regulated transcript (Cart; also called Cartpt), a neuropeptide
involved in reward/reinforcement circuitry18, is quite specifically
expressed in deep layer 3 of somatosensory cortex (Fig. 6e). Layer 4
is predominantly labelled by LOC433228 (Fig. 6f). Pyramidal cells in
layer 5 are delineated by expression of C030003D03Rik (Fig. 6g),
whereas layer 6 neurons specifically express the immunoglobulin
heavy chain (TIGR accession TC1460681; Fig. 6h). Layer 6b neurons
b

a

express the early growth-response gene Ctgf (Fig. 6i), as previously
described in rat19.
Most genes expressed in the neocortex display relatively uniform
laminar expression across all cortical areas, consistent with the idea
that the basic (canonical) microcircuit is conserved across the entire
neocortex. However, functionally discrete cortical regions are also
delineated by gene expression, albeit infrequently. For example, the
cytochrome P450 family member Cyp39a1 (Fig. 6j) is expressed
almost exclusively in somatosensory cortex, and Marcks-like protein
(Mlp; also known as Marcksl1) is expressed in layer 5 of all neocortical
regions except somatosensory cortex (Fig. 6k). These findings suggest
that cellular properties vary between different regions of the adult
neocortex.
Heterogeneity in hippocampal subregions. The hippocampus has
been extensively studied owing to its essential role in certain types of
learning and memory20,21. Lorente de Nó22 divided the pyramidal cell
layer of the hippocampus proper into CA1, CA2 and CA3 subfields,
and there is extensive anatomical evidence for regional specialization
within these subfields22–24.
As described previously, the main subregions of the hippocampus
are specifically delineated by gene expression25,26, and a number of
additional markers have been identified (Fig. 7a–c). Heterogeneous
expression within hippocampal subregions is also common, and is
found in all subregions in all cardinal axes. For example, within CA3,
Col15a1 is expressed in a gradient with higher expression proximal to
the dentate gyrus (Fig. 7d), and Crym is expressed in a reciprocal
gradient (Fig. 7e). Heterogeneity is occasionally observed across the
depth of the pyramidal cell layer. Col6a1 is preferentially expressed
in a band of cells on the outer border of CA2 and CA3 (Fig. 7f).
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Figure 5 | Correlative analysis of gene expression. a, Correlations between
voxels ordered in grid space where colour-coding is based on correlation
scores of expression in each voxel to all others across 5,195 genes. b, Voxels
ordered by structures defined in the Allen Reference Atlas. Colour bar (left)
indicates inclusion in listed structures. Most structures display high internal
correlations, with differential cross-structural correlations. c, Hierarchical

clustering of voxels independent of anatomical location. x–y axes in
a–c represent voxel locations, with the colour scale on the left indicating the
anatomical structure in which each voxel is contained. Correlation score bar
(range [0,1]) on the right applies to a–c. d, e, Magnification of colour bars
indicating structural identity from b and c, respectively. Voxel inclusion in
the 12 main structures is indicated by a line in the row for each structure.
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Dorsal/ventral (septotemporal) heterogeneity is very common
(Fig. 7g–m). Individual genes often vary across more than one
dimension, defining complex three-dimensional compartments
within a given subfield. Five of the ten genes shown in Fig. 7 (selected
solely based on specificity) are involved in cell adhesion, and 56 out of
188 cell-adhesion-related genes in the Allen Brain Atlas demonstrate
spatially restricted hippocampal expression (data not shown). From
a different perspective, 1,137 out of 5,099 analysed genes displayed
some form of regionality in the hippocampus. The top over-represented functional category within the regional gene set is cell adhesion (P , 1.79210). Differential cell adhesion may be important for
establishment and maintenance of topographic connectivity, or, as
described recently, different forms of synaptic plasticity and remodelling27.
Although there is increasing experimental evidence suggesting
functional differentiation along the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus28–30, the precise cellular substrate has not been defined.
The observation that different neuropeptides (Grp and Nmb;
Fig. 7g-j) are restricted to either dorsal or ventral hippocampus provides evidence for functional differentiation involving discrete signalling pathways. Identification of these regionally restricted markers
allows anatomical delineation of novel hippocampal compartments
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and provides the means for future experimental manipulation to
assess function.
Novel cerebellar compartments. The basic structure of the cerebellum is well known and consists of several functionally discrete gross
divisions. Additionally, the cerebellar cortex exhibits a bilaterally
symmetric series of sagittally oriented bands31 mirrored by a number
of genes, most notably zebrin32,33. Strong (although not complete)
correlation between patterns of cerebellar afferent segregation and
zebrin expression34 indicate that molecular markers can delineate
functionally discrete regions in the cerebellum.
A number of genes display heterogeneity within cerebellar granule
and Purkinje cell populations. For example, Rasgrf1 defines a previously unrecognized large, contiguous domain with sharp boundaries in the granule cell layer of the rostral (Fig. 8a) and dorsal
cerebellum (Fig. 8b). More complex regional patterns are observed
in the Purkinje cell layer, such as that of Opn3, a non-canonical opsin
(Fig. 8c, d) whose expression in the cerebellum has been described as
a rostro-caudal gradient with radial stripes35. Rather than a gradient,
three-dimensional reconstruction of ISH data for Opn3 reveals a
more coherent pattern (Fig. 8e) involving a sharply delineated diagonal band lacking expression extending across the entire cerebellum.
The overall pattern of Opn3 is both complex and discrete, with regionalized expression in distinct lobules and sagittal banding in the
posterior vermis.
Subcellular mRNA targeting. Subcellular localization and translation of mRNA transcripts in dendrites is increasingly recognized
as a widespread phenomenon36, and is thought to be involved in
certain forms of synaptic plasticity37,38. Dendritic mRNA targeting
is particularly obvious in the hippocampus (Fig. 9a–f) and cerebellum (Fig. 9g, h), where clear distinctions can be made between celldense layers, dendritic molecular layers and white matter. Targeting
throughout the entire dendritic field is exemplified by the well-characterized patterns of Camk2a and Dnd1 in the hippocampus (Fig. 9b,
c)39. Although often subtle, this distribution is independent of
expression level, thereby distinguishing targeting from passive diffusion of mRNA into dendrites. For example, labelling for the highly
expressed gene Nptx1 is confined to the soma of CA3 pyramidal cells
(Fig. 9d), whereas microtubule associated proteins 1A (Mtap1a)
and 2 (Mtap2) also label proximal or proximal and distal dendrites
(Fig. 9e, f). Similar forms of targeting are seen in cerebellar Purkinje
cells (Fig. 9h, i), as well as in oligodendrocytes (Mbp; Fig. 9k)40.
Many genes exhibiting dendritic targeting are involved in cytoskeletal organization and biogenesis, as well as in regulating synaptic
plasticity. There appear to be multiple cis-acting sequence elements
that mediate mRNA targeting41. Identification of sets of dendritically
targeted mRNAs with shared features (Supplementary Table 4), such
as regional specificity and distribution in dendrites, may aid in the
identification of conserved sequence elements that correlate with
cellular and intracellular transport specificity.

Mlp

Figure 6 | Laminar and region-specific neocortical gene expression.
a, Nissl-stained section with cortical layer boundaries. b–i, Layer-specific
expression in sagittal sections: A930038C07Rik in layer 1 (b, inset shows
higher magnification view); 9830123M21Rik in layer 2 (c); Rgs8 in layer 2/3
(d); Cart in deep layer 3 (e); LOC433228 in layer 4 (f); C030003D03Rik in
layer 5 (g); TC1460681/IgM in layer 6 (h); Ctgf in layer 6b (i). j, k, Selective
Cyp39a1 expression in layer 4 (j) and lack of Mlp expression in layer 5
(k) delineate somatosensory cortex (arrowheads). Scale bars: b–i, 200 mm;
inset in b, 50 mm; j, k, 500 mm.

Discussion
A global analysis of the genetic underpinnings of the brain’s structural and cellular complexity requires a genome-wide, cellular resolution, anatomically comprehensive data set. The Allen Brain Atlas
has taken a genomics-style approach to understanding this complexity by creating an integrated set of data production and analysis
methodologies to systematically produce and analyse a comprehensive atlas of gene expression in the adult C57BL/6J mouse brain.
Accurate and comprehensive analysis and annotation of data from
the Allen Brain Atlas and other similar projects are difficult but
essential hurdles to realizing the full potential of these data. New
suites of image analysis tools are required to apply analysis methods
developed by the genomics community to cellular-resolution gene
expression data in the brain. Ongoing efforts aim to allow correlative
cross-gene and cross-structural analysis across the entire Allen Brain
Atlas data set by improving automated and semi-automated
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subregions (black arrowheads) are delineated by
gene expression: a, Wfs1 in CA1; b, Map3k15 in
CA2; c, Pvrl3 in CA3. Heterogeneous expression
within hippocampal subfields: proximal–distal
(Col15a1, d) and distal–proximal (Crym,
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neurons (Slit2, m, n). Scale bars: a–f, 500 mm;
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Figure 8 | Cerebellar compartments revealed by gene expression.
a, b, Sagittal and coronal views of regional Rasgrf1 expression in the rostral
and dorsal granule cell layer (arrows). c–e, Complex regional Opn3
expression in Purkinje cells in anterior (c) and posterior (d) sections.
e, Three-dimensional reconstruction of Opn3 expression reveals sagittal and
diagonal bands. Surface rendering of Opn3 expression (purple) is
superimposed on a model of the granule cell layer (silver) generated from the
same brain. Arrowheads mark sagittal bands of Opn3 expression, whereas
brackets distinguish areas lacking Opn3 expression. Scale bars: a, 200 mm;
b–d, 1 mm. F, flocculus; PF, paraflocculus.

methodologies in order to quantify and map gene expression at
increasingly finer anatomical resolution.
It should be noted that the expression data produced by the current project provide an incomplete snapshot of the molecular complexity of the brain. There is increasing evidence of complex, often
cell-type-specific transcriptional splice variation that significantly
increases the complexity and size of the transcriptome42, whereas a
significant proportion of the transcriptome is also dynamically regulated, for example by circadian rhythms43. It will also be important to
complement these transcriptional data with protein data in the
future. In these respects the Allen Brain Atlas serves as a comprehensive baseline data set with which to compare gene expression in
other tissues, species, developmental time points, behavioural and
disease states.
The identification of large numbers of genes with restricted expression in specific cell populations yields insights into the fine structural
and functional organization of specific brain regions and provides
the basis for precise functional manipulations. Although soma location and cell density are strong predictors of cell class, important
future goals will be to determine the relationship between transcriptional profiles and specific cellular phenotypes by correlating gene
expression with more salient characteristics such as morphology,
connectivity and physiology8. Cell-type-specific transgenic manipulation using promoters derived from highly specific genes is an
obvious next step towards these goals, which will be facilitated by
systematic promoter analysis of co-expressed genes to identify the
necessary cis-acting regulatory elements44 driving gene expression in
particular cell types. This powerful approach towards cellular characterization has demonstrated that promoter-driven transgenes can
define cell ‘classes’ with consistent morphology and patterns of connectivity6,11. Advances in transgenic methodologies to produce spatially and temporally regulated transgene expression promise to
revolutionize modern neuroscience, allowing a wide variety of celltype-specific manipulations including lesions45, silencing of neuronal
activity46, trans-synaptic labelling47,48 and real-time imaging of neuronal morphology and activity49. Region- and cell-type-specific markers identified using the Allen Brain Atlas should broadly facilitate
these approaches, allowing specific manipulations to reveal the
contributions of specific cell types to higher-level brain function
and disease-related dysfunction.
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Figure 9 | Subcellular mRNA targeting. a, Nissl-stained section through the
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c). d–f, Differential CA3 mRNA targeting: soma only (Nptx1, d), proximal
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(Mbp, k). Scale bars: a–c, g–i, 200 mm; d–f, 600 mm; j, k, 100 mm. GCL,
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METHODS
High-throughput data generation was achieved by industrializing and automating ISH data production, as well as subsequent image capture for analysis and
web-based viewing. This involved creating streamlined pipelines for gene selection, probe manufacturing, tissue sectioning, ISH and in silico image processing,
and data analysis50. Brief descriptions are presented below, and extensive methodological details are supplied as Supplementary Information (Supplementary
Methods 1 and 2).
Animals and tissue processing. Male, 56-day-old C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Labs
West) were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle. Brain tissue was collected
between 3 and 6 h after light onset. Serial 25-mm fresh-frozen cryostat sections
were systematically collected starting at a standardized plane of section to ensure
reproducible anatomical coverage.
Riboprobe generation. A semi-automated process was used to design genespecific probes based on sequences from multiple sources including Refseq,
MGC, Celera, TIGR, Riken and Unigene. Preliminary sequence data were obtained
from The Institute for Genomic Research (http://www.tigr.org). Probes were
designed against unique regions of transcripts to avoid cross-reactivity.
In situ hybridization. The semi-automated non-isotopic digoxigenin (DIG)based ISH platform of ref. 12 was used with minor modifications. Many controls
were performed to establish the reproducibility of the platform and to demonstrate both qualitative and quantitative concordance to conventional radioactive ISH methodologies (see Supplementary Data 1–3). Each riboprobe was
initially processed on 200-mm spaced sagittal sections spanning an entire hemisphere, and a coronal replicate was generated for a subset (,3,500) of genes with
restricted expression patterns. An automated image capture platform was
developed to digitize ISH data.
ISH anatomic mapping and quantification. Mapping of ISH data to a standard
coordinate frame was achieved through three-dimensional registration of ISH

data to an annotated volume generated from a Nissl-stained reference atlas
created for this project (Supplementary Methods 2 and 3). Rigid registration
methods51 were used to construct the three-dimensional reference atlas, using a
1.5-T, low-resolution, three-dimensional averaged magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) volume as a template to ensure that reconstruction resulted in a realistic
volume. Registration of each ISH data set to the Nissl volume involves iterative
application of global rigid and subsequently deformable methods52.
Signal detection algorithms were developed to identify labelled pixels and
segment expressing cells using methods of adaptive image morphology53 to
recognize objects of the correct shape and intensity distribution while ignoring
tissue artefacts. The expression mask for each ISH section is constructed by
combining tissue boundary detection with small and isolated object recognition
(dense or compact nuclei require special treatment). The number of labelled cells
proved to be the best predictor of whether or not a gene is expressed in the brain.
A minimum cutoff of .1.5% of all 838 pixel regions containing some segmented cell body was used to ascertain brain expression, a threshold derived through
extensive manual calibration. The two most salient variables for quantitative
analysis proved to be relative density (D), defined as the proportion of labelled
cells, and expression level (L), a measure correlated with total transcript count
incorporating both area occupied by expressing pixels as well as pixel intensity.
Global correlation analysis. Cell-type-enriched markers were identified by
searching for genes with highly correlated expression to specific markers for
those cell types. A Pearson correlation-based metric was used to compare
expression levels between seed genes and the entire Allen Brain Atlas data set
in 100-mm3 voxels across the entire brain. Gja1 was used to search for astrocyteenriched genes, Col8a2 for the choroid plexus, Cnp1 for oligodendrocytes, and
Snrpn for neurons.
To assess global correlations between different brain regions, this same technique was applied to compare expression levels in a pairwise fashion between
each of 1,500 uniformly distributed voxels across the brain. Display of these voxel
correlations grouped by (1) inclusion in anatomic structures, or (2) hierarchically clustered by expression correlations between voxels, was computed using
Matlab (The MathWorks). Details are provided in Supplementary Methods 4.
We searched for genes enriched in a specific structure by dividing expression
in that structure (in this case the fraction of expressing pixels) by expression in
the brain as a whole. The resulting ranked gene lists were manually curated to
identify the 100 most specific genes. The average expression across the gene lists
for each structure was calculated by computing the average expression level L on
a voxel-by-voxel basis in three-dimensions throughout the brain, and then plotting these values onto a selected plane of section through that structure.
Hierarchical clustering based on (Pearson-based) correlations of L across 12
brain regions was performed using Matlab.
Three-dimensional reconstruction of cerebellar gene expression. Threedimensional reconstruction of Opn3 expression was performed using Adobe
Photoshop (Adobe Systems) and the 3D Constructor module of Image-Pro
Plus (v.5.0; Media Cybernetics) to align and surface render gene expression from
uniformly spaced ISH and Nissl images, as described previously54.
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